Human Anti-CD28 Antibody, Unconjugated
RRID:AB_1575955
Type: Antibody

Proper Citation

(Beckman Coulter Cat# 6607111, RRID:AB_1575955)

Antibody Information

URL: http://antibodyregistry.org/AB_1575955

Proper Citation: (Beckman Coulter Cat# 6607111, RRID:AB_1575955)

Target Antigen: CD28

Host Organism: human

Clonality: unknown

Comments: manufacturer recommendations:

Antibody Name: Human Anti-CD28 Antibody, Unconjugated

Description: This unknown targets CD28

Antibody ID: AB_1575955

Vendor: Beckman Coulter

Catalog Number: 6607111

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for Human Anti-CD28 Antibody, Unconjugated.

No alerts have been found for Human Anti-CD28 Antibody, Unconjugated.
Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 8 mentions in open access literature.

**Listed below are recent publications.** The full list is available at RRID.


Vierboom MPM, et al. (2021) Stronger induction of trained immunity by mucosal BCG or MTBVAC vaccination compared to standard intradermal vaccination. Cell reports. Medicine, 2(1), 100185.


